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 Possibility of BH creation at LHC due to the existence of Large 
Extra Dimensions (ADD, RS models).

 Microscopic BH are higher-dimensional objects, so their decay 
pattern depends on the number and the nature (flat, warped) of 
the extra dimensions.

 The existence of both “bulk” and “brane” channel is a feature of 
Hawking radiation. The knowledge of the balance between them 
would be a guide to evaluate relevant detector signals (if any!).



 Most interesting case as colliding particles would form BH with 
angular momentum on our brane only.

 Its line-element is a simplified Myers-Perry solution:

where                        ,   ,                      ,                              ,                        ,

n the number of extra dimensions,                                               

GD the (4+n) Newton’s constant and An+2 the area of a (4+n) unit

sphere

 There is a known eq. for tensor-type gravitational perturbations in 
this space-time background, provided that 



For the aforementioned line-element [Kodama(2008)]

with the harmonic tensor Tij satisfying

the eigenvalue eq.

(Δ: Laplace-Beltrami operator) 

Einstein’s vacuum eq. with the use of the rather simple ansatz

give                                                                                  

where                                ,                                         and Ejlm the 
eigenvalue of the angular function Q(θ)

They satisfy the same field eq. with massless scalars (!), only with



 For           (               , where          ,  which follows from         )

the radial eq. takes the form of a hypergeometric DE.

 Boundary condition: no outgoing modes exist near BH’s horizon

 Solution:                                                        

where                       ,            ,    



 For  r>>rH the radial eq. takes the form of a Bessel DE.

 Solution:                                                                  

where    Jν : Bessel functions of the first kind

and        Bν : Bessel functions of the second kind

parameter ν stands for 



 RNH needs to be stretched towards larger values of r:

 RFF needs to be shifted towards smaller values of r:

 Matching          and          is possible only for            and            . So 

we get



 For           one expects only outgoing and incoming spherical 
waves to exist (gravitational potential        there)

 The far-field solution becomes: 

 Absorption probability is determined as:

, where 
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where

[Rubin,Ordonez(1984), Kodama(2009)]

 α*=1

 n=3, 4, 5, 6, 7

 (top to bottom)

 n=3

α*=0, 0.5, 1, 1.2

n= 3,  α*=1, (jmax = 6, 8, 10, 12, 15)

 The angular momentum emission rate exhibits the same behavior 
with respect to n and α* parameters



n Scalar field Tensor - gravitons ratio

3 0.1646                0.0013             0.8% 

4 0.3808                0.0222             5.8% 

5 0.7709                0.1853              24%

 As n takes larger values, graviton modes play an increasingly 
important role as energy carriers.



 We have shown that gravitons emitted by a higher-dimensional 
BH in the bulk carry away a significant part of the BH energy.

 In order to credibly determine the balance between the “brane” 
and “bulk” emission channels we have to consider the graviton 
contribution to the process as well.

 To complete the analysis similar calculations have to be made for 
vector and scalar gravitational modes (a future work maybe?).


